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53D CONGRESS,}

Ex.Doc.
{ No. 129.

SENATE.

2d Session.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STAT-E S.

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,
IN RESPONSE TO

The Senate resolution of May 31, 1894, transmitting papers relating to
the survey of the Klamath Indian R eservation in Oregon, and showing
the lands occupied, settled, or filed upon, by settlers.

JULY

9, 1894.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be
printed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, June 29, 1894.
Sm:• I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the following
resolution of the Senate, dated May 31, 1894:
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and is hereby, directed to furnish
to the Senate copies of all reports, correspondence, and other papers on file or of
record in the Department of the Interior, relating to the matter of an alleged euoneous survey made of the Klamath Indian Reservation in Oregon, which reservation
was defined and prescribed by a treaty between the United States of America and
the Klamath and Modoc tribes and the Yahooskin band of Snake Indians, concluded
on the fourteenth day of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-four; also to report
whether the lands claimed to have been excluded from said reservation have been
occupied, settled, or filed upon by settlers under the land laws of the United States;
and to inform the Senate what action the Department has taken in the premises.

In response thereto I transmit herewith copy of a communication of
14th instant from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, inclosing copies
of all correspondence on :file in his office relating to this matter and of
report of the Commissioner General Land Office, dated 29th instant,
showing the lands occupied, settled, or filed upon by settlers.
Very respectfully,

Hmrn

SMITH,

Secretary.
The PRESIDENT

OF THE SEN.A.TE.
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DEPAR'l'MENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, June 14, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department
reference for early report, of the following Senate resolution, adopted
May 31, 1894:
Besolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and is hereby, directed to furnish
to the Senate copies of all reports, correspondence, and other papers on :file or of
record in the Department of the Interior, relating to th~ matter of an alleged erroneous survey made of the Klamath Indian Reservation in Oregon, which reservation
was defined and prescribed by a treaty between the United States of America and
the Klamath and Modoc tribes and the Yahooskill baud of Snake Indians, concluded
on the fourteenth day of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-four; also to report
whether the lands claimed to have been excluued from said reservation have been
occupied, settled, or :filed upon by settlers under the land laws of the United States;
and to inform the Senate what action the Department has taken in the premises.

In compliance with said resolution I h:we the honor to transmit
herewith copies of all correspondence on file in this office relating to
the alleged erroneous survey of the boundaries of the Klamath Indian
reservation in Oregon. The action taken by the Department in this
matter, so far as is shown by the records of this office, may be found in
Indian Office report of August 3, 1887, the letter of the Secretary of
the Interior of August 6, 1887, and a letter from the General Land
Office of October 8, 1888, copies of which accompany this report. It is
respectfully suggested that the resolution be referred to the Commissio-ner of the General Land Office for report as to whether the lands
claimed to have been excluded from said reservation have been occupied, settled, or filed upon by white settlers under the land laws of the
United States.
.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK

0. ARMSTRONG,

Acting Commissioner.
The SE0RETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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The black dotted lines, over which red pencil is drawn, show the
limits of the reservation as surveyed. The brown dotted lines show
the approximate limits claimed by the Indians, following the tracing
above referred to.
Between these lines the townships marked with a circle, in red ink,·
show the lands settled upon under the settlement laws of the United
_S tates, and those selected by the State as swamp lands and in lieu of
deficiencies in school sections. The townships marked R in red ink
indicate the lands selected, under the provisions of the act of July 2,
1864, by the Oregon Oentral Military Road Company.
The approximate area entered and selected as aforesaid is indicated
in figures in each township. The total area so entered and selected is
about 120,961 acres.
The said diagram, with a duplicate copy of this report, is herewith
in closed.
Very respectfully,

S. W.

LAMOREUX,

Commissioner.
The SECRET.A.RY OF THE INTERIOR.

DE"P ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, July 5, 1894.
SIR: Referring to Department letter of 29th ultimo, in reply to Senate resolution relative to the alleged erroneous survey of the Klamath
Indian Reservation in Oregon, I have the honor to transmit copy of a
communication of 3d instant, from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
forwarding certain extracts from annual reports relating to this matter.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
WM. H. SIMS,
.Acting Secretary.
The PRESIDENT OF THE SEN.A.TE.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, July 3, 1894.
Sm: Referring to office report dated June 14, 1894, upon the resolution of the Seiiate adopted May 31, 1894, directing the Secretary of
the Interior to furnish to the Senate copies of all reports, correspondence, and other papers on file in the Department of the Interior
relating to the matter of the alleged erroneous survey made of the
Klamath Indian Reservation, Oreg., etc., I have the honor to transmit herewith certain extracts from annual reports of the agent
in charge of the Klamath Agency and from the reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs relating to these subjects.
While these extracts are printed in the annual reports of this office,
it is thought that it may be more convenient to the Senate to have
them included with the other papers bearing upon this subject.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. M. BROWNING,
Commissioner.

The SECRET.ARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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[Extract from the annual report of J". H. Roork, agent for the Klamath Indian Agency, Oreg., dated
.AUJ?USt 22, 1877.]
RELATIONS WITH THE GOVERNMENT.

The state of disquietude among the tribes north of us has not been participated
in by the Klamaths. They have their own grievances, which are serious, and a
great deal of patience on their part and forbearance is shown. They claim that
''There are lands offered for sale and purchased and occupi ed by white settlers
which, in reality belong by treaty to them, and it is injustice to d eprive them of
these lands." For further particulars on this subject, see special letter to the Indian
Department of August 1, 1877. (See Annual Report of Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, p. 172.)

[Extract from Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1881, p. xxvii.]

The agents at the Klamath Agency in Oregon, and the military officers as well,
have repeatedly warned the Department of the imminent danger growing out of the
disputed boundary question at that a,gency. Herds of cattle are driven and grazed
upon what is no doubt a part of the Klamath Reservation, aml the Indians c]aim
that fands acquired by them under solemn treaty stipulations have been sold to
white settlers, who are now in full occupation and enjoyment of them. It is
admitted by the General Land Office that the treaty lines of the east and south and
a portion of the west side of the reservation were not followed by the surveyor who
made the survey of the reservation in 1:: - 71, but that certain lines of the public survey lying considerably inside of the reservation, as defined by the language of the
treaty, were followed instead. Hence, it would appear that the Indians have goc,d
grounds for complaint. Agent Nickerson has recently made this matter the subject
of a special report to this Bureau, in which be again warns the Government of the
danger of fnrt,her delay in the settlement of this vexed question. He says: "While
there is a patient waiting on the part of the Indians for the Government to redress
what they believe to be their wrongs, there is also a deep and growing conviction
in their minds that nothing will be done unless some complication shall arise that
will compel action."
Not to heed these repeated warnings is to assume a responsibility that this office
is unwilling to take upon itself.
Tillable lands within the reservations should in all cases be subdivided, where it
has not already been done, in order that allotments may be made to individual
Indians, and that all such lands may be made available for that purpose, whether
remote from the agency or adjacent thereto.
It is hoped that this matter may be pressed upon the attention of Congress at it
coming session, in order that the necessary appropriations may be had to relieve the
Department of this most serious embarrassment

[Extract from annual report of Agent L. M. Nickerson for 1882. See Indi!lll Office .Annual R port
for 1882, p. 138.)

They are still waiting for and expecting an arljustment of their boundary difficulties, believing that this Government can not consent to do them an injustice in re«arcl
to their land , ancl to br ak the treaty which they them elve h:we so faithtull
kept. I sine rely hope that the agent will, in the next annual report, be able tor cord
the fact of the settlement of this "much-vexed question."
BOUND.A.RY OF KL.A.MA.TH RESERVATION IN OREGO •
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of all available witnesses. Upon receipt of this report, in view of the vague and
inrlefinite description of the boundaries given in the treaty, and the fact that settlement had been made upon the l ands east of the reservation, it was determined to
reestablish the eastern boundary in accordance with t.he survey made in 1871, although
the claim of the Indians seemed to'bewell substantiated. When the line is re-marked
the military will be requested to 'protect the reservation from the encroachments of
cattlemen, concerning which the Indians may have many complaints.
It is also my intention to present the claim of the Indians to Congress for an appropriation to compensate them for the lands lost by the location of the boundary line,
if, upon further consideration, they appear to be clearly entitled to the same. (See
Annual Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1887, p. lxxviii.)
[Extract from annual report of 0. S. Indian .A.gent .Joseph Emery for 1887.J
BOUNDARY.

The question of boundary remains still unsettled. Early in the year a resurvey
was ordered and proposals invited by the imrveyor-genera1. A serious dispute having arisen between the whites and the Indians as to the true locus of the eastern
boundary, the description in the treaty being very indefinite, a stay of proceedings
was ordered and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs instructed me to proceed at
once to take the evidence, under oath of all. persons, Indians and whites, having
knowledge of the true eastern boundary as understood when the treaty was concluded. This I did, and in the performance of tl.Jis duty I traveled over 1,000 milei:s.
I visited in person the disputed points and made observations, taking with me Indian
guides who were present when the treaty was made. The evidence obtained, with
my report, was forwarded to the Indian Office the 20th of June. Oral evidence taken
after the lapse of a quarter of a century I found to be contradictory and unsatisfactory. (Ibid., 188.)

OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY, August 22, 1877.
SIR: The Indians of this reservation claim that the white people are
settling upon their lands and that others are grazing large herds of sheep and
cattle upon the r eservation. This is not a new question, but has been presented to
the former agents from time to time, ever since the so-called survey of the agency
and the opening of lands claimed by the Indians to settlement. Before I came to
the agency the Indians were put off by telling them that when the new agent came
he would arran ge it for them. On my :first arrival at the agency the Indians came
together to see the new agent and to talk over matters of interest to them. The subject of their boundary lines and the settlement of the lands by the whites was among
the first and most important questions, even before I had formally taken charge.
Every timgthe Indians collect to have a talk with the agent, they raise this matter.
Finally I promised them that I would go with the head chief and others and investigate their claims. When the time came which was set to go, I was too unwell to go,
and I could only satisfy them by sending Mr. Moores, one of the employes. Moores
returned stron ~ly of the opinion that the Indians were right, and that the portion
of the country m dispute rightly belonged to the Indians.
The trip of Mr. Moores increased the necesAity for me to go and see the country
and learn what I could in regard to the boundary lines. I copied the description
of the reservation as given in the revised treaties, and one week ago I started with
the intention to ascertain the truth in r egard to the disputed boundaries, I also had
w ith me plat purporting to represent a survey of the r eservation. I very soon found
that the plat and the description g iven by the treaty did not agree, and I am forced
to the conclusion that there is at least 100,000 acres of land described by the treaty
which is thrown out by the plat on the east side, and as much more on the west
an d north sides, which the Indians say was included in the agreement when the
treaty was made. As the Indians claim the lines and boundaries were agreed upon,
there are natural and well-de.fined boundaries, but as represented by the plat and
so-called survey, there is not a natural . boundary line. Besides, on the southeast
corner, on one plat which I have seen, three townships are thrown out, and by
another four townships. As this is a square taken out without the least allusion to
it by the description given in the trea,t y, and including the v ery best part of the reservation, lyino- between the body of the reservation and the mountains on the east,
whatever may be the actions and words of men, there can be but one opinion by
those knowing the circumstances, that whole country, between what is called the
line by the so-called survey and the mountains on the east, belongs to the Indians by
the treaty, and yet it is saicl to be urveyed an d opened for settlement by the Government. Besides all this the1·e is a continuation of marshes and lakes above, or north
DEAR
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of the line as represented by the so-called survey, while the treaty distinctly says
the north end of the upper Klamath Lake. Such surveying and such representations
of boundaries, giving room for little settlements between the Indians and mountains,
will keep up constant restlessness, if it does not result in serious difficulty. I will
inclose a plat (roughly drawn) describing the reservation as set forth by the two
l)lafa w11ich have come 1m<ler my obsnvation ancl also as the Indians claim the
boundaries to be. .A.n additional cause for anxiety on the part of the Indians just at
this time i8 that the agellt of the Military ·wagon Road bas been on the reservation
for some time past and proposes to lease alternate sections all along the road throngh
the reservation, and he (Mr. G. Strong) notified me yesterday that he was going to
advertise for that purpose. I have not time or patience to speak of the road swindle
now, but I have only referred to this whole matter for the purpose of asking yon
what my duty and proper course of action is in regard to this matter.
Yours very truly,
J. H. ROORK,
U.S. Indian Agent.
Hon. J. Q. SMITH.

I now copy, giving da,te and kind of report and communication.
nication of August 21, 1877. *
.

Special commu-

"OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY, August 21, 1877.
Srn: The Indians of this reservation claim thatthewhitepeople areRettling
upon their lands, and that others are grazing large bands of sheep and cattle npon
the reservation. This is not a new question, but has been presented. to the former
agents from time to time, ever since the so-called sUTvcy of the agency and the
opening oflands claimed by the Indians to settlement. Before I cametothe agency
the Indians were put off b y telling them that when the new agent came he would
arrange it for them. On my first arrival at the agency the Indians came together
to see the new agent and to talk over matters of interest to them. The subject of
their boundary lines and the settlement of their lands by the whites was among the
first and most important questions, even before I ha<l formally taken charge. Every
time the Indians collect to have a talk with the agent they raise this matter.
Finally, I promised them that I would go wi1h the head chief and others and investigate their claims. When the time came which was set to go I was unable to go,
and I could only satisfy them by sencling Mr. Moores, one of the employcs. Moores
returned strongly of the opinion that the Indians were right, and that the portion
of the country in dispute rightly belonged to the Indians. The trip of Mr. Moores
increased the necessity for me to go and see the country and learn what I could in
regard to the boundary lines. I copied the description of the reservation a given
in the revised treaties, and one week ago I started with the intention to a certain
the truth in regard to the disputed boundaries.
"I also had with me a plat purporting to represent a survey of the reservation.
J very s?on found that the plat and treaty did not agree, and I am forced to the
conclu 10n that there is at lea t over 100,000 acres of land described by the treaty
which i thrown out by the plat on the east side, and as much more on the we t and
north sides, which the Indians say was included in the agreement when the tr aty
wa made. As the Indians claim the lines and boundaries w re agr ed upon, th re
are n atural and well-defined boundaries, but as represented by the plat amt so-call d
stll'Vey there is not a natural boundary line. Beside , on the southeast corner, on
one plat which I have seen, three townships are thrown out, all(l by another four
town hips. A this i a square taken out without the lea t allusion to it by tbe
d . ription giv n in th tr-aty, and including the very best part of th re ervation
lyrng be ween the body of the re ervation and the mountain ou the a t, what Y r
may ~e the action and words of men, there can be but on opinion by tho . kuowin
th ircum tances, that the whole country between what i ,·all d the Im b. the
o-called urv y and the mountains on th east b loner to the Indian b tb · trea •
and_ ' tit i aid to be surveyed and op ned for s;ttlement h the overnment.
all this there is a continuation of mar h and lake al>ove on th north
Be Hi
of tbA lin ,
r pre nted by be so-call ·d surve , while the tr aty di tin tly . Y
t~e north e~d of_ ~e upper Klam~th Lake.
ncb surveying and su •h repr ntatio
of bonndane g1vmg r om for httl
ttlnn nt b tw n the Indian and th m unta_in . , ill keep up con tant r tle n s~, if it do not r sult in sariou iliffi ulty. I
will mcl
a plat (roughly clrawn) d cril>ing th re ervation aa set forth b~· th
t
plat_ whioh have come under my ob rvation, and al ·o as th Indian claim th
boundane to be. .A.n additional ca.use for anxiety on the part of the Indians is th i
"DEAR

• The fuet page of this original report i.e miss-mg. It is dated February 12, l i
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the agent of the military wagon road bas been on the reservation for some time
past, and proposes to lease alternate sections all along the road through the reser~ation, and he (Mr. G. Strong) notified me yesterday that he was going to advertise
for that purpose. I have not time or patience to speak of the road swindle now, but
I have only referred to this whole subject for the purpose of asking you what my duty
and proper course of action is in regard to this matter."
Six days after writing the above I wrote and sent the following:
OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY, .Augitst 27, 1877.
Sm: Since my last communication to you upon the subject of the boundary
lines of this reservation, the inclosed letter h as come into my hands, which will
throw light upon the question. WHliam S. Moore is the employe which I sent to
see what the complaint of the Indians was; and D. P. Thompson, the writer of the
inclosed letter, is the gentleman who surveyed much of the lands around the reservation. It will require the very best diplomacy to manage this difficulty and maintain friendly relations and good order.
,
Yours, very truly,
DEAR

J.H.ROORK,
U.S. Indian Agent.

Hon. J. Q. SMITH.

[Copy of letter to William S. Moor~s from D. P. Thompson.]
PORTLAND, August 18, 1877.
Srn: Yonrs of the 12th instant is received. I have to say in reply that the
r~servation lines are run by the cardinal points and by the section and township
lmes, rather than by the lines of t he reservation described in the treaty. The survey does not appear to conform to the treaty in but one place, and that, on the west
side, along the margin of the lake.
Yours, respectfully,
DEAR

WM.

S.

MOORE,

D. P.

Esq.

THOMPSON.

I was informed that Mr. George Mercer had surveyed the reservation and wrote to
him as follows:
OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY, August 27, 1877.
Srn: I write to ask faformation as to the" survey, field notes, and authority
by which Klamath Reservation was surveyed, etc."
Please give me whatever Hfformation you can in regard to the matter.
Yours, very truly,
.
J. H. ROORK,
U. S. Indian Agent.
GEORGE MERCER, Esq.
DEAR

[Answer.]
CORVALLIS, OREG. , September 3, 1877.
Srn : Yours of the 27th ultimo is at hand. 'l'he sm vey of the Klamath Reservatiou was made uniter contrnct with the surveyor-gen eral of Oregon, and paid out
of an appropriation for surveying of the different reserv ations in Oregon. It was at
the recomme]l{lation, and, I think, to some extent, under the control of the &uperintendent of Indian Affairs. Siletz, Grand Ronde, and Umatilla reservations were
surveyed in the same way. The field notes of the survey are on file in the surveyorgeneral's office at Portland. J knew nothing of the country or Indians un t il I went
there to work, but became satisfied before I got through that the survey would be
of very little use then, as the Indians could make but little use of 20-acre lots of
land in that country. In fact I never worked out the full extent of my contract for
that reason . The Indians were opposed to the survey and gave a great deal of
trouble by destroying the cnrners. I replaced a grea,t many but presume I did not
:find all that were destroyed. I hauled stones 5 rojles and placed corners, wh ich
afterwards I fountl in their sweat houses or thrown into the river. Any other
information that I can give will be cheerfully granted.
Respectfully,
DEAR

J.

n. Rooim.

GEORGE MERCER.
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[Copy ~f letter to George Mercer, esq.]

OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY, October 30, 1877.
DEAR Srn: Yours of September 3, 1877, was received in due time and served the
purpose for which it was intended at that time, but there is one thin~ more I want
to know in regard to the survey of this reservation, and that is whetner or not the
boundary lines of the reservation were surveyed, and if so by whom and by whose
instructions. The reason I make these inquiries is that I must find the boundary
lines or have trouble with both the Indians and the citizens.
Yours, truly,
J. H. ROORK,
U. S. Indian .Agent.
GEORGE MERCER, Esq.
[Answer.]
CORVALLIS, OREG., November 5, 1877.
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 30th ultimo at hand. In reply would say that I surveyed
the boundary lines of the reservation under contract and instructions of W. H.
Odell, surveyor-general.
Respectfully,
GEORGE MERCER.
Rev. J. H. ROORK.

The following is a copy of a letter written to the Indian Department as a special
communication upon the subject under consideration :
OFifICE KLAMATH AGENCY, Septernber 7, 1877.
Your circular letter to U.S. Indian agents, dated August 21, 1877 and marked q,
is received, and in compliance with the instructions thereof I have to say, that it
has been my diligent and constant endeavor to become acquainted with the habits,
dispositions, and intentions of the Indi ans of this reservation, and I think I have
succeedeu so as to give the information desired.
The Indians of this agency are well disposed toward the Government, and it is
shown by the past that it would take almost any amount of abuse and wrong by
individuals and by the Government to cause t.hem to become hostile; but there is a
question of several years standing, which was introduced in such a way that the
Indians did not understand it, and it has only become understood by them as they
have seen from time to time one after another settle upon their lauds. When the
so-called survey was made, the Indians were told that the white people were only
stopping for a while and that the.v would soon go away. In this way the thing ha
been managed until at this time there are from 10 to 12 settlers on the lands turned
by the Indians, and which must be theirs, as described by the treaty . Be ide all
this there are l arge bands of cattle and sheep graze<l upon another portion of their
lands each summer. The Indians do not think that the Government is to bl ame for
th.is wrongdoing, but say that it is some one of the agents or surveyors. This is the
only que tion that is likely to give trouble here. You will see that if my st3:tements in former communications, as well as in this, a.re true, that this is a qne t10n
?f no small magnitude, and that •ommon honesty requires that it be ettl d a~cordmg to the treaty. Permit me to ay in this connection that I bring this q u t10n np
becau I an not do otherwise and be true to the trnst committed to my char e.
It will be een in the near future that the mistake i8 that it has not been inv tigated and settled lon~ ago.
As I have pres nted this matter it mu t astonish yon-first, that men under oath
of offic_e would cau
nch a survey to be mad and thereby lead the Governm nt
un~vittmgly to do such a thing; and se ·ondly, tbat this thing has not been brought
before the epartment b fore this. What can be donef
Your, very truly,
J. R. RO0RK,
U. S. Indian Agent.
lion. J. Q. nTH,
Com,mitsioner Indian .Affairs.
All the bov xc pt intro,lndion nncll ttersA BC have been entto your office.
I i lll • hope aud d sire that the above letters a~d 'co~munication will serve t o

flnrpo

:

~· i t . .' how tha1, I have_ not d pend d upon monthly r port , but have. pr. nt d

tb~ __ l_lh.J
' h ·r. tof'?r rn tru t cl! both in report and pecial commum _ati n •
~nd. That thl8 1th he folio, mg will serve the purpose of both special report
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and comm~nication on this subject. I copy the following from my annual report of
Aneust 22, 1877 :
. .
.
''The state of disquiet among the tribes north of us has not been partrnipated ID
by the Klamaths.
.
"They have their grievances, w hich are serious, and a great deal of patience on
their part is b eing exercised and forbearance shown .. They claim t~at ~here 1:1-re
lands offered for sale and purchased and occupied by white settlers which rn reality
belong by treaty to them, and it is an injustice to deprive them of their lands. l<..,or
further particulars on this subject see special letter to the Indian Department,
August, 1877 ."
The following is from the monthly report for August, 1877:
" There has been a strange course of procedure by some one in regard to the li~es
and boundaries of this reservation. As nearly as I can now judge, at least one-third
of the reservation as described by the treaty has been opened to settlement by the
Government. The Indians have almost constantly from the time the so-called survey was made presented their claims, and time after time asked the agents to put
the white people off from their lands; and as I investigate this matter evidence
accumulates and becomes stronger, even from men who were present at _the time
when the treaty was made and who have been familiar with the service ever since.
That there h as been a very great wrong perpetrated as above indicated is evident.
Notwithstanding all this these Indians have remained strictly loyal, but they are
:firm and positive that these wrongs must be corrected. As a matter of simple
justice, I hope that there will 1.,e souiething done very soon.
"It is only a question of time when something must be done, and the difficulties
increase with each succeeding day."
[From monthly report for October, 1877.]

For want of time I had in t ended to make a short report, but late last night I glanced
o ver the report of the Indian Commissioners for 1876. My attention was called to
t he noncompliance by the Government with its treaty obligations. I have referred
to this subject in connection with this reservation in former reports and special communications, but as these were m ade pre vious to your appointment I beg your attention to my letter of August 21, 1877, and to my annual and monthly reports in which
I have spoken fully on this subject. As stated in these letters and reports, more than
one-third of the country included in the treaty has been opened for settlement and
10 or 12 families have settled upon it.
Yours, truly,
J. H. ROORK,
U. S. Indian Agent.
LFrom monthly r eport for December, 1877.]

I h ave so·.-eral times called the atteution of the Department to the boundary lines
of this r eservation, both in monthly reports and special communications. As yet I
have r ecei ved no answer. This is the only question which is likely to give trouble
here. I would gladly receive instructions upon this subject.
Yours, truly,
J. H. ROORK,
U. S. Indian Agent.
After goins- over all tbat I have written on this subject heretofore and becoming
b etter acquamte<l with the c·ountry, people, and history of the treaty, I have to say
that I have underestimated the wrongs done to the Indian by this so-called i:mrvey.
I have counseled with a numl.,er of persons upon tbis subj ect (some of whom were
present when the treaty was made), military officers and citizens, some of whom
ow11ino- l ands within the bounds of the disputed territory. I have taken pains to
have these men c >111paro the plat of th e so-called survey with the description of the
treaty, and they all agree that th ere i, a great disagreement. If you will read the
unam 1 iguous language of the treaty with the plat of the so-called survey befor e y ou,
it, will n ot be necessary for me to present further evidence to substantiate what I
hav said. To prevent trouble, I respectfully recommend the appointment of a commi ion composed of tliree ruen-one from the military department, one from the
Indian department, and one a citizen. This commission to be invested with full
power and authority to send for men and papers, and to investigate this so-called
survey, and ·ettle and estal>li h the boundary lines in accordance with the stipulations of thn tn•ntv.
·
Hoping that this subject will r eceive your jearly and earnest attention, I will
a ,,•ait, your instructions.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant:
J. H. ROORK,
U. S. Indian ..Agent.
Hon. J . Q. SMITH.
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HEADQUARTERS FoR_T KLAMATH, OREG., September 1, 1877.
Srn: I have the honor to report no change in the affairs of this post during the
past month.
With regard to the Indians on the r eservation, a question has arisen recently
relative to the boundaries of the reservation which I deem of sufficient importance
to bring to the notice of the department commander.
The California and Oregon Land Company holds a title to nearly 13,000 acres of
land in Sprague River Valley, which the Indians claim are within the Jimips of their
reservation as established by the treaty granting them the same; and in the same
vicinity, i. e.: on the eastern side of the reservation, other portions of land have
been filed upon as "swamp lands" and patents.obtained, and are now occupied by
settlers, and these also are claimed by the Indians. I am not sufficiently acquainted
with the mnits of the controversy to venture an opinion as to the justness of the
Indians' claim. I simply desire in this to lay lrnfore the department commander
the fact that the accuracy of the eastern boundary of the Klamath Reservation as
laid down on the official map is now questioned by the Indians occupying the same,
and to suggest the probability of difficulty, unless the matter is satisfactorily
adjusted.
Very .respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. DE W. M OORE,
First Lieutenant, Twenty-first Infant1·y, Commanding Post.

The .ABSISTANT

.ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Portland, Oreg .
[Indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION PACIFIC
AND DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,

Sari Francisco, September 7, 1877.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army, asking early attention to this matter.
IRVIN McDowELL,

Major-General Commanding Di1,isior1 and Department.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington City, September 29, 1877.
Sm: I have tbe honor to tmnsmit for your information a copy of a commnni.cation
~om the commandin~ offi cer at Fort Klamath, Oreg., reporting that JH(lian. questlo~ the accuracy of the l>onudary of that reservation as shown on official. maps, and
claim that 13,000 ... cres hdd by the California and Oregon Land Company a.re within
reservation limits .
. Your attention is r esp0,r·tfnlly invited to the remarks of General McDowell reque tmg early attention to this matter.
Very respectfn]ly, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. MCCRARY,
Secretary of War.
The ECRETA.RY OF THE INTERIOR.

OFFICE KLAMATII AGF.N Y, .81l[j1tBt 27 1877.
Sin e my fast communication to you n11on th snbj ect of he boundary
] ,n s ofth re ervation the inclo eel J tter has come into my hands. ·which ·will throw
J ght upon he question. William, . foore, esq., is tlH' emplo,vc which I n to
wJ11t t!J complaint of the Indian s was, anclD. P. Thomp on the writ r of h i_nclo d
I ~t<'r 1 ~ gentl mau who smv yecl runch of the la1Hls around the r sen•atl n. It
w1ll ~equ1re the very be ·t diplomacy to manage this ditliculty and maintain fn udly
rela ion and good orcl r.
Yours, very truly,
J . H . R :RK
U. S. Indian Agent.
Hon. J. Q. SMITB.

. DEAR

IR:
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PORTLAND, August 18, 1877.
Sm: Yours of the 12th instant is received. I have to say in reply that the
reservation lines are run by the cardinal points and by the section and township lines
rather than by the lines of the reservation described in the treaty. The survey <loes
not appear to conform to the treaty in but one place and that on the west side along
the margin of the lake.
Yours, respectfully,
D. P. THOMPSON.
WM S. MOORE, Esq.
·D EAR

OFFICE

KLAM' A TH

AGENCY, September 7, .1877.

Hon . J. Q. SMITH,

Gomm,issioner Indian: .Affairs, Washington, D. C.:
Your circular letter to U.S. Indian agents, dated August 21, 1877, and marked C,
is received, and in compliance with the instructions thereof I have to say that it
has been my diligent anu constant endeavor to become acquainted with the habits,
disposition, and intentions of the Indians of this reservation 1 and I think that I
have succeeded so as to be able to give the information desired. The Indians of this
agency are well disposed towards the Government, and it is shown by the past that
jt would take almost any amount of abuse and wrongs by individuals and by the
Government to cause them to become hostile; but there is a question of sev;en years
standing, which was introduced in such a way that the Indians did not understand
it, and it has only become understood by them as they have seen, from time to time, one
after another settle upon· their lands. When the so-called survey was made the
Indians were told that it was for the purpose of giving each Indian a piece of land,
and when the first settlers came on the Indians were told that the white people
were only stopping for awhile, and that they would soon go away, and in this way
the thing bas been managed until at this time there are from 10 to 12 settlers on the
lands claimed by the Inuians, and which must be theirs as described by the treaty.
Besides all this, there are large herds of cattle and sheep grazing upon another
portion of their lands each summer.
The Indians do not think that the Government is to blame for this wrongdoing,
~ut say that it was some one of the agents or surveyors. This is the only question that
1s likely to give trouble here. You will see that if my statements in former communications, as well as in this, are true, that this is a question of no small magnitude, and that common honesty requires that it be settled according to the treaty.
Permit me to say in this connection that I bring this question up because I could
~ot do otherwise and be true to the trust committed to my charge. It will be seen
m the near future that the mistake is that it has not been investigated and settled
long ago. As I have presented this matter, it must astonish you, first, that men
charged with public business, acting under oath of office, would cause such a survey
to be made and thereby lead the Government unwittingly to do such a thing; and,
secondly, that this thing has not been brought before the Department before this.
What can be done!
Yours, very truly,
J. H. RO0RK,
U. S. Indian Agent.
CORVALLIS, OREG., Septe1nber 8, 1877.
DEAR Sm: Yours of 27th ultimo at band. The survey of the Klamath Reservation was made under contract with the surveyor-general of Oregon, and paid out
of an appropriation for snrveys of the different reservations in Oregon. It was at
the recommendation, and I think to some extent under the control, of the Superintendent of Indian Affairs.
The Siletz, Grand Ronde, and Uma.tilla reservations were surveyed in the same way.
The field notes of the snrvey are on file in the surveyor-general's offif'o at Portland.
I knew nothing of the conn try or Indians until I went there to work, but became
satisfied before I got tbr011gh that the survey would be of very little use tbere, as
the Indians coulcl make b11t little use of 20-acre tracts of land in that country; in •
_
fact, I never worked out the full extent of my contract for that reason.
'l'he Indians were opposed to the survey and gave a great deal of trouble by destroying the corners. I replacell a great many, but pr sume I did not find all that were
destroyed. I hauled stones 5 miles and placed for corners which afterward I found
in their sweat houses or thrown into the river.
AJJ.y other information that I give will be cheerfully granted.
Respectfully,
GEO. MERCER.
J. H. ROORK.
Since writing the inclosed communication this letter came to hand.
J. H. ROORK.
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OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY,
Linkville, Lake County, Oreg., February 28, 1878.
Srn: As the citizens are becoming interested in the boundary lines of this reservation, I deem it wise to keep you well posted, as the same interests are at work
already which cause<l. the so-called survey.
I inclose a true copy of a letter just received. I will try to be present at the
meeting to keep posted and to report to you.
Very respectfully,
J. H. RoORK,
U. S. Indian Agent.
Hon. E. A. HAYT,
Commissio11er of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. O.

[Copy of a letter received at the agency February 28, 1878.J

LL.~KVILLE, OREG., February 27, 1878.
Sm: There will be a meeting of the citizens of this place and vicinity at Linkville March 2, 1878, at 2 o'clock p. m., for the pnrpo,;e of considering the unsettled
question of the eastern and sonthern boundary of the Klamath Indian Reservation.
As your presence is desired on that occasion you are therefore respectfully
requested to attend.
Respectfully,
GEO. NURSE.
D. J. FERRED.
S. B. CRANSTON.
S. WORDEN.
Rev. JNo. Roome.

OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY,
Linkville, Lake County, Oreg., March 12, 1878.
SIR: Accompanying this letter you will find a copy of the proceedings of a meeting of the citizens of Lake County, Oreg., to consider the unsettled boundary qu~ tion connected with Klamath Reservation. I send this in fulfillment of a pronu e
made you in a letter dated February 28, 1878.
The action of the meeting was much more favorable to the cause of justice than I
had anticipated. I felt very much pleased and very hopeful of good r esults. Some
two ~r three days after the meeting was hel<l three copies of the proceedings of the
m etmg were sent me for my indorsement, with the rcqne t that I should endeavor
to procm that of Capt. J:tmes Jackson, commanding Fort Klamath, Oreg., and then
f rwarcl one co-py to each of the Oregon members of Congress. I had two additional
copfrs ma<l, which were compared an<l. verifie<l by an iLITidavit, one to be retained in
th office here, and one to bo ent to your office for the information of the Departm •nt. As I wa::1 oblige<l to be ab ent 'at Linkville for thr 'e or four days I ha,l tll "
five copies all cnt to Capt . .Jackson for his in<l.orsem nt, and decided to wait until
my return _to the agency before inclorsing and sentlin~ thPm forward as reque t ,I.
The captain placed the same indorsement upon all of them that you see upon the
on _I sen~ you . H also sent a copy with his indorRement to faj. Gen. 0. 0. Howard,
ru krng his a.tt ntion to the matt r while at WashiuO'ton. This was done before I
b
•
aw him on my_ r turn to the agency.
In the meantime some of tho e who took part in the proceedings of the meetin
became 1i ati fiecl with the report of the Secretary, claim in that it did not fully
r pr ent th s ntiment of the mutiny. On this ground they a ked for the r turn
of. h three copies of the proce dings sent me, for such modification a they hould
thm~ best to ma.~e. I concluded that it was best to comply with their requ t u
r tamed the cop1 already made by me, of which I send you. I could not r a~l
th one apt. Ja k on wa authorized to make and end to Gen. Howard for it
hatl pa ,l b<>,yoncl my _r ach. I will here say that I am fully ati. fl. d tha.+_ th
r po~t of the er tary 1s orrect and repr . ent. th action ancl sentunen ot th
m ·tmrr th n xpr ed. I hacl nothing to do with no-ge tino- or naming thew n
r on_n~ nd d in th r port fthe m ting, neith r clid I fake exc ptions to·th m · ~n
a th 1 1 a. c·ommuni ation from an Indian a,,.ent to the Commi. sioner of Ind1 u
ffair I ft.el jt, tifi din aying to you that I think Gen. O. O. Howard i the pr P r
Jwr _n t r pr ent the wilita.ry d partment in this commis ion should one b
a11pomted.
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Capt. Jackson expressed to me the same opinion. I am satisfied that the ?t~er two
men named in the report would be good men to be upon such a comm1~s1?n· I
would here simply suggest to the Department whether, should such a comm.1ss1on_be
appointed, it might not also have authority to investigate and take action with
regard to the difficulties gr?wing out of the claims of the military road company
for lands upon the reservation.
Yours, respectfully,
J. H. ROORK,
U.S. Indian Agent.
Hon. E. A. HAYT,
Commissioner Indian Affairs.

FORT KLAMATH, OREG., March 9, 1878.
DEAR GENERAL: I incloseherewith copy of proceedings of a meeting of the citizens of Linkville, Oreg., which will explain itself. It wa,s referred to me informally
for remark, and I send a copy to you as it concerns matters in your Department of
which you may be called upon to take cognizance. The matter has only lately been
made public. The former agents never mentioned to me or anyone that I know of
the serious discrepancy between the boundary as described in the treaty and as surveyed and platted. Mr. Roork, the present agent, has been over the line in person,
with the chiefs of the Klamath tribe, and is positive that the treaty boundary takes
in large portions of the Chiwaucau and Summer valleys now being settled. Knowing that you are in Washington and can bring your personal influence to bear upon
some measure for a just settlement of this matter as regards the rights of both
Indians and settlers, I have taken the liberty of making a copy and sending it to
you. I have but one suggestion to offer and that is, the Indians would be much
better satisfied to have yourself placed upon the Commission, should one be
appointed, than Gen. ·wheaton, and that your name would carry more weight both
as regards citizens and Indians in a settlement of this affair.
The treaty is sufficiently obscure in parts to require the offices of a good surveyor
and a commission of gentlemen who understand something of topography. It is;
perhaps, needless to say that they should be impartial and entirely dissociated with
Oregon affairs.
I am, general, very respectfully, yours, truly,
JAMES JACKSON,

Captain, First Cavalry.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, April 15, 1878.
Sm: Referring to your letter of the 25th ultimo, in relation to correspondence:
upon the subject of the Klamath Reserve in the State of Oregon, and the necessity
fo~ ascertaining definitely the boundaries of said reserve, inclosing certain papers
with the recommendation that the matter be referred to the Commissioner of the
~eneral Land Office, for a copy of the plat and field notes of survey and an expres~10~ of opinion upon the sufficiency of said survey, your attention is respectfully
mv1te<l. to the inclosed copy of letter dated the 8th instant from the Commissioner
of the General Land Office together with the copy of plat and ficl<l. notes of survey
of the Klamath Reserve in the State of Oregon therein noted.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

I TDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, March 25, 1878.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a. communication from U. S. Indian
Agel:!-t, J. H. Roork, dated February 12, 1878, reciting the fact that white people are
settlrng upon the Klamath Indian Reservation in Oregon, and that large herds of
sheep and cattle are grazing upon the same, that the Indians are restless on account
of said enc!oachments, which if not checked, may lead to serious consequences.
From tbIS and former communications from said agency there seems to be a wide
difference of opinion aa to the definite location of the outbounuaries of this reservaDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF
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tion; and upon the accuracy of the survey of its out boundaries depends the future
peace of the Indians of this reservation.
I submit in this connection a letter from the War Department of tbe 27th of September last, inclosing a copy of a communication from the commanding officer at
Fort Klamath, calling attention to the fact that the Indians question the accuracy
of the survey and complain of the ·encroachments by whites, and suggesting the
probability of difficulty, unless the matter is satisfactorily adjusted. Maj. Gen.
McDowell, in forwarding the same, asks early attention to this matter.
As the survey of the out boundaries and subdivision of portions of the same has
been made under the jurisdiction of the General Land Office, I have the honor to
recommend that the Commissioner of the General Land Office be requested to furnish this office with a copy of the plat and field notes of the survey of the outboundaries of said reservation, with hi!:! views as to the accuracy of that survey in
determining the location of the outboundaries as defined in the treaty of October 14,
1864, with the Klamath Indians (16 Stats., p . 708).
The Indian agent Rhoul<l have a copy of the plat and field notes of the survey of
the exterior limits of his reservation, to show the Indians where their lines extend,
and the views of the General Land Office are requested, that proper instructions
may issue fr0m this offi ce to tho Indian agent for his guidance in the management
of the subject in qnestion.
The return of letters from the W~tr Department and Agent Roork is respectfully
requested.
I have the hono!" to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E.A.HAYT,

·
The SECRETARY

01,·

Cornmiaaioner.

THE lNTElUOR.

Report of proceedi11.ge of a meetin~ held at Linlcville, Lalce County, Oreg., March 9, 1878.
At a meeting held in Linkville, Lake County, Oreg., March 2, 1878, called for the
purpose of devisillg means to procnre the settlement of the disputed boundary of
the Klamath Indian Reservation, Hon. S. B. Cranston was chosen chairman and W.
S. Moore secretary. The chairman stated the object of the meeting, when Hon. J.
H. Roork, U. S. Indian agent, being called upon stated in a few pertinent remark
whnt he knew bearing upon the question and what steps be had taken toward procuring a settlement of the same. Said he had sugg,•sted to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs the appointment of a commission to consist of three men-one to he
chosen from the military, one from the Inclian Department, and one from civil life,
with po\ver to send for persons and papers.
Remark were made by Hon. L. . lJyer, ex-India,n agent; Joan Applegate, esq.,
Hon. , '. B. Cranston, and others, when the following preamble and resolution were
unan imously adopted:
"Wher as, a dispute having existed between the Klamath Indians and white s ttlers in regard to the boundary line of the In<liau Reservation, the Indians claiming that th lille as surveyed does not correspond with the boundary as de cribe<l. in
th~ treaty made with them by the Government, and as th se disputed land are
1) ·1.ng occupied l:y W:hite settlers, it is very necessary that the dispute be settled,
or it may lead to serious results: Therefore, be it
"Resolved, That we citizen of Lake County, realizing the importanc · of an arl.,T
ttl m nt of the exi ting di pute in regard to the boundary of the Klamath
Ind_ian Reservat,ion, for the peace and prosperity of thi
ection of our 'tat ,
cl ire to a k the:, arnest attention of onr d •legati n in ongre to thi matt r and
respectfully ask them to confer with the ommis ion r of Indian Affair and u
th ir influ nee to se ·nre th, appointment of a commisRion with power to end for
p •r on and paper and the d ci ion of the com mi sion to b final· and forth r
would r p ctfully ngg st in a ·co:r:dance with Agent Roork'R ugg tion to the
'ommi . i n r of Indian Affairs, the following g utlem n a men of large exp ri n
aucl min ntly qualifiecl t() n t a . . ·uch co111111i,-.~io1H•1" shon1'1 snc-ll commi ·. ion h
clerid clnp n towit: G•11. \Vb aton,oftl1 ~ltlilaryD•partmeut;Gen.\: illiamVan<11·, 1·r, ,. 1P Inrli:m lJ partm nt; Rev. E. R. Geary."
Ou muliou lllCetrng adjourne.¢1..
. B. RA TO~T, hairman

w. s.

MOORE,

Secretary.
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(Indorsements.J
KLAMATH AGENCY, LAKE COUNTY, OREG., March 7, 1878.
Respectfully referred to the commanding officer, Fort Klamath, for remarks.
J. H. RO0RK,
U. S. Indian Agent, Klamath Agency.
HEADQUARTERS FORT KLAMATH, OREG., JJiarch 7, 1878.
Respectfully returned to U.S. Indian Agent .J. H. Roork, Klamath Agency.
The facts in this case, as represented to me by the Indian agent who has traced the
line of survey in person, indicated wide discrepancy between the uoundary as
surveyed and the boundary as deseribed in the treaty. The Intliaus of the reservation and settlers of the Chu waucan a,nd Summer valleys have spoken of this matter
to me as a source of future trouble, and it is very desirable that the line should
be determined a.:icurately in accordance with the treaty, the terms of which are snfficiently obscure in parts referring to known lanrlmarks to make it desirable that a
commission of judicious and impartial persons, accompanied by a competent surveyor, be selected to examine and fix the boundary as described in the treaty.
JAMES .JACKSON,

Captain, .First Cavalry, Commctnding Post.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OF.J!'ICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, July 15, 1878.
SIR: Referring to report from this office, dated March 25 - last, upon the subject
of the boundary lines of the Klamath Indian Reservation in Oregon, and the reply
of the Department thereto, dated April 15 last, with inclosures, I have the honor to
submit the whole subject for your consideration and action.
I had the honor in said report to request a copy of the plat and field notes of the
survey of said reservation, as executed in the year 1871, under authority of the
General Land Office, together with the opinion of that offi ce as to the conformity,
or otherwise, of said survey, to the provisions of the treaty of October 14, 1864
(16 Statutes, p. 758), creating the reservation.
With your said communication of A.pril 15 last you inclosed copy of the plat and
ti(~ld notes as requested, and also copy of report, dated April 8 last, from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, giving his opinion as to the accuracy of the
survey in question.
The treaty of 1864 defines the boundaries of said reservation as follows:
'' Beginning upon the eastern shore of the middle of Klamath Lake, at the Point
of Rocks, about twelve miles below the mouth ofWilliamsons River; thence following
up said eastern shore to the mouth of WooJ.River; thence up Wood River to a point
one mile north of the bridge at.Fort Klamath; thence due east to the summit of the
ridge which divides the upper and middle Klamath Lakes; thence along said ridge
to a point due east" (west) "of the north end of the upper lake; thence due east,
passing- the said north end of the upper lake, to the summit of the mountains on the
~a~t side of the lake; thence along said mountain to the point where Sprague River
1s mtersected by the Ish tish ea wax Creek; thence in a northerly direction to the
summit of the mountain the extremity of which forms the Point of Rocks; thence
along said mountain to the place of beginning."
It will be seen from the foregoing that the treaty describes the outboundaries of
the reservation almost entirely by reference to permanent and very prominent natural objects, and consequently careful attention to the provisions and to the topography ~f the conntry could hardly have failed to result in a survey in accord[rnce
therewith. Instead, however, of pursuing this most natural and obvious course, the
surveyor seems to have ignored the topographical features in question, ::ind to have
run his lines by and with reference to existing surveys of what were considered public lands.
In llis said report to the Department of the 8th April last, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office declares that said survey does not follow the treaty lines,
but that by reason of imperfect information relative to the situation of the mountains clescribed in the treaty as constituting portions of tho boundaries of the re erva tion, be is unable to determine the eitent of the deviation therefrom.
That such deviation is very con itl rable is shown by the statement of Agent
l oork, who seems to have made dilio·ent personal examination of tho snuject upon
th ground, in the light of the treaty and plat of survey and aided by information
dcriv ·cl from white and Indians long conYer ant therewith. After such research
he gave it as hi opinion that over 100,000 acres of land rightfully belonging to the

S. Ex. 4 ·- 6 1
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reservat.ion nnder the treaty were thrown out by said survey, on the east side
thereof, and as much more on the north and west sides.
To the Indians, who thoroughly understand the topography of their reservation
and its well-defined natural boundaries, their deprivation, without consent or compensation, of these large bodies of land, presents itself as an ever 11resent outrage of
the most inexcmable and flagrant character, and naturally crea1 es bitter feelings
among them, more especially as this land of which they cousi<ler themselves to
have been robbed is filling up with settlers, many of whom are aggressive, unjust,
and violent.
This feeling of dissatisfaction is intensified by the further fact that their reservation, as they unclers+,ood its limits, included the whole of the arable portion of the
Sprague River Valley, whereas by the survey a large portion of its very best lands
were excluded, and of what was left, the greater part was taken by the Oregon
Central Military Wagon Road.
From the plat and field notes as compared with the treaty, the opinion of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, the statements of Agent Roork, and all
the other information in my possession, I have no rloubt that said survey was flagrantly erroneous and that gross injustice was thereby tloue to said Indians.
I have the honor to say fort.her in this connection, that for this wrong no culpability or responsibility attaches to tbe Indian service, inasmuch as it had no jurisdiction or control over the execution of said survey.
Another very serious grievance of said Indians consists in the grant and approval
to the State of Oregon uuder act of Congress of July 2, 1864 (13 Statutes, p. 355), of
ot,h cr large tracts of the best land within the reservation, for the construction of
the" Oregon Central Military Wagon Road."
This road crosses the reservation diagonally, passing through the most valuable
ancl fertile portion thereof, including said Sprague RiveT Valley .
Upon said grant lands have been approved for said wagon road within said reserTation as follows:
Acres.

April 21, 1871 ____ •.•• __ • _.• ____ ••••.• __ • _ . ____ .••••.•••• • ___ •• _____ . __ • _ 51, 248. 56
December 8, 1871 .• ____ ·····- ______ ·-·· __________ •••. ·····- ..••.. ________ 37,414.51
April 2, 1873 .•• __ .•. __ _.....• ___ ...• _•. __ ____ .. __ .••... ___________ .... __ 4, 487. 3-!
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I have the honor to inclose herewith said copy of the plat and field notes of t,he
survey in question; letters dated respectively February 12 and March 12, 1878, from
Agent Roork; communication dated September 29, 1877, from ·war Department to the
honorable Secretary of the Interior, and referre<l by the fatter to this office, and
letter dated March 9, 1878, from Capt. Jackson, First Cavalry, referred to this office
by Gen. Howard, to whom it was addressed, and respectfully request the return of
said inclosures with your instructions.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. M. LEEDS,
Acting Comrnissioner~
The SECRET.A.RY OF THE INTEIUOR.

OFFICE KLAMATH AGENCY,
Lake Couuty, Oreg., July 2, 1879'.
Sm: I have the honor to herewith make my report for the month of June.
The employes have all been very diligently employed in their various departmentsof labor. The superintendent of farming has spent most of the time in the h:1rness
shop and has thoroughly repaired nearly all the harness b elonging to the Indians.
The quarter for which he wa8 vbtained being ont, we will now h ave no one to look
after this kind of labor. The sawyer and the miller, aided by one. of I he interp r eters,
have cut and drawn about 100 logs that will make, when sawed into luml>er, a Lout
50,000 feet of lum b er. About 20,000 feet of lumber ha-ve been sawed into lumber for
·uhe purpose of rebuilding about 500 feet in length of the saw-mill flume. This has
been framed by the mill carpenter and is nearly ready to be pnt up. The repairing
of the breakage in the saw-mill flnme, which I reported to you by letter of the 12th
of June, hindered very much the progress of the work for which the mill carpenter
was hired. When this new and enlarged flume shall have been completed and the
new and larger water wheel shall have come and have been put on, it will nearly
double the capacity of the saw-mill to cut lumb<'r. The Indi:ms h ave also cut several hundred logs. The carpenter and blacksmith have been crowded with work,
mostly in repairing wagons and other farming implements for the haying season.
Agricu,lture.-Not more than 50 acres of graiu were sown last fall and spring. Not
over half of that will pay for the seed sown. TiJe results of the ga,rden seeds sown
will be better in some localities. The hay crop p romises to be good. The season
~as been quite cold, and there has been on an average a frost every other night dnrmg the month.
The school.-From the fact that our supplies had given out, I was obliged, on the
14th of June, to disuontinue the school until I hau authority to buy police supplies
to repay what I had, Ly your authority, borrowed from the school supplies. Such
authority has not yet come. I have made all diligent effort to get it, but have from
some cause failed. It is quite likely that the authority granted has been lost in
transit. 'l'he school continued to flourish until the close, having 40 pupils in attendance.
The botmda1·y question.-Un1ess something is done to settle this mnch-vexed question, I can not vouch that trouble will not arise upon the eastern line of the reservation. There has grown up a very unpleasant feeling between the settlers upon
the disputed territory and the Indians. It has h eretofore required the exercise of a
great deal of wisdom to prevent serious difficulties. It does seem that something
should be done. This matter has been referred to so often by my predecessor ancl
myself that I am ashamed to write more, and to answer the oft-repeated inquiries of
the Indians concerning this matter.
Policeforce.-Having been obliged to di miss this force the 1st day of May for
want of supplies, the resumption of their dnti es, thongh very desirable, will depend
upon the fact whether I have authority to purchase supplies or whether my action
in purchasing supplies is approved by the Department and such approval reaches

me.

Yours, respectfully,
LINUS

Hon. E. A. HAYT,
Cornrnissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

S.Ex.129-2

M. NICKERSON,
U. S. lndia.n Agent.
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[Extract from neport of Inspection of Fort .Klamath, Oregon, made May 21, 1878, by Maj. Edwin C.
Mason, Twenty-first Infantry, .A. • .A.. Iuspector-General, Department of the Columbia.]

•

•

*

•

•

BOUNDARY.

' The post commander desires to invite the attention of the commanding general
to tha fact that the northern and eastern line of the Indian reservation is unsettled.
The facts are fully set forth in a communication which was forwarded some time
ago to the adjutant-general of the department. The Indians are manifesting much
interest on this subject, and unless the matter is settled to their satisfaction it may
become the source of future trouble.

*

*

*

*

HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC AND
DEPARTMENT 01<' CALIFORNIA,

Presidio, San .Francisco, Gal., Septeniber 16, 1878.
Official extract copy respectfully forwarded to the Acljutant-General of ~he Army,
for the information of the General of the Army and Secretary of the Intenor.
IRVIN .McDOWELL,

Majo1·-General, Commanding Division and Department.
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Said road was definitely located through the Klamath Indian Reservation October
1, 1865, and on April 2. 1871, and December 8, 1871, this Department certified and
allowed to the State of Oregon, in place within the boundaries of the Klamath l'ndian
Reservation, 102,313.19 acres and in the in.d emnity limits there was certified and·
allowed to the State, 5,897.08 acres-in all, 108,210.27.
Although this allowance was made by the Department after the treaty made with
the Indians October 14, 1864 (16 S., 708), making provision for their reservation by
natural boundaries had been proclaimed by the President February 17, 1870, and
become a law upon the statute book, there does not appear to be any power reposed
in this Department by which it can annul or set aside the allowances of lands situated in the Klamath Indian Reservation which were ma,de to the State of Oregon in
1871.
The act of July 2, 1864 (13 S., 355), amended by the act of December 26, 1866 (14 S.,
374), granting lands from the public domain to the State of Oregon, to a,id in the
construction of the military wagon road in question, did not r~quire that patents
should be issued therefor. In accordance with the provisions of section 2449 R. S.
the lands certified by the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the State of
Oregon, in 1871, and located within the boundaries of the Klamath Indian Reservation, were, by his official act and the approval of the Department, conveyed in fee
simple to the said State.
In the case of Clifton H. Moore et al., plaintiffs in error, v. Rufus H. Robbins, No.
256, October term, 1877, the Supreme Court of the United States decided: '' That a
patent for any part of the public lands when issued by the Land Department, acting
within the scope of its authority, carries with it when delivered and accepted by the
grantees the legal title to the land, and with it passes all control of the Executive
Department of the Government over the title. If any lawful reason exists why the
patent should be canceled or rescinded, the appropriate and only remedy is by a bill
in chancery in a court of competent jurisdiction, brought by the Government, and
there exists no power ju the Secretary of the Interior, or any other officer of the
Government ..toreconsider the facts on which the patent issued and to recall or rescind
or to issue another for the same lands."
I am of the opinion that the Government is not now in the position to bring a suit
in a Court of competent jurisdiction in order to test the validity of th e title to the
lands allowed and certified to the State of Oregon under the act of Congi:ess for the
use of the Oregon Central Military Road Company and its successors and assigns.
By House bill 4193, second session Forty-third Congress, and House bill 1316,
first session Forty-fourth Congress, attempts were made for an adjustment of the
claims of the alleged owners of lands that had been located wjthin the- limits of the
Klamath Indian Reservation, either by allowing the said owners to locate in lieu of
their lands embraced in the Klamath Reservation an equal number of acres of any
Government lands elsewhere, or to satisfy said claims by the issue of floating scrip
to be located in the same manner. But Congress declined to a,ct upon either of these
propositions, although the first had received the approval of the Department.
In view of the existing state of affairs, in relation to the conflicting claims of title
to lands situated within and without the boundaries of the Klamath Indian Reservation as defined by the Government survey, approved December, 1871, I am of the
opinion that your fourth proposition will be the only feasible solution of the whole
matter-that an inspector of your Department be requested to visit the Indians·
located upon the Klamath Reservat.ion, in the State of Oregon, and ascert.:i iu as
to whether negotiations can not be entered into, either for the removal of said,
Indians to a new reservation, the locality of which to be hereafter determined, or of
con olidating them with some other Indian tribes already located upon an existing
reservation.
The papers which accompanied your letter of July 15 and August 13, 1878, are
herewith returned.
Very respectfully,

c.

The

SCHURZ,

Secretary.

COMMISSIOSER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

WAR DEPA RTnrnNT,

Washington City, September 28, 1878.
Srn: I have the honor herewith to transmit for your information, extract from
the report of an in pection made May 21, 1878, of Fort Klamath, Oreg., inviting.
za.ttention to the fact that the northern and eastern line of the Indian Reservation is
nnsettled.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. MCCRARY,
Secretat·y of War.
The ECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, August 23, 1879.
SIR: Referring to that portion of your letter of the 2nd ultimo, which alludes to
the much-vexed question of the boundary line on the eastern side of the Klamath
Reservation, and the urgent necessity of a final settlement thereof, I have to inform
you that this matter has engaged the attention of this office for some time past and
has been made the subject of frequent communications to the Department. From
the public records it appears that the first official survey made of this reservation
was approved by the General Land Office in December, 1871; that the surveyor
employed by the Government to make said survey, instead of following the natural
boundaries, as prescribed by the treaty, in running the lines of the out boundaries
of the reservation followed certain lines established by the public surveys.
In a letter to the Department under date of April 8, 1878, the Comruis ioner of
the General Land Office states that his office has not sufficient data to enable it to
show how much the survey varies from the treaty boundaries and that to arrive at
the correct limits of the reservation as it should be, in accorl1ance with the natural
boundaries, as described in the treaty, a new survey woultl be necessary.
Section 2115, Revised Statutes, provides tbat "Indian reservations shall be surveye<l. under the direction and control of the General Land Office, ancl as nearly as
m ay b e in conformity to the r11les and regulations nuder which other pnblic lands
are surveyed."
At present there are no funds available for a resurvey of this reservation, and
until these are proYided no action can be taken in tho matter.
Very respectfully,
E. J. BROOKS,
Acting Comrnissione,·.
LINUS M. NICKERSON, Esq.,
D.S. Indian Agent, Klarnath Agency, Linkville, Lake County, Oreg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OF1rICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, Januar:lJ 11, 1887.
SIR: In rep ort of October 15, 1886, this office recommencled that the bonudary lines
of the Klamath Reservation be run in accordance with the provisions of the treaty
of October 14, 1864, and properly marked at every half mile, except where the lakes
and streams form a natur:tl bonndary .
I am informally advised by the General Land Office that the surveyor-general has
invited proposals for the resurvey of said out boundaries, but that from present
indications the survey of th e eastern boundary will not be satisfactory to th Indian and the settlers nntil tbe loe11s of the boundary shall have been agreed upon by
a ommission, as a misunderstanding exists as to which rauge of mountains con titutes the eastern boundary a <l.cfined by the treaty ; also as to the m onth of I htish-ea-wax Creek, which is specified in the treat.v in connection with said boundary.
The white settlers claim that the ran ge of mountains lying b tween Klamath
Mar h and ycan Valley, and known as "Winter Ridge," is the true boundary a
defin fl by the treaty of ] 864, and that said creek is that portion of Sprague River
sitnate above the :rorth Ji ork.
The Indian claim that tho range of mountains mentioned in the treaty i that
lying bet, een the ycau Valley and ummer Lake, and that they were to have po ses ion of the whole ycan and prague River valleys.
It further appear that the nrveyor who originally, in 1 71, located the pre •nt
ea tern bound.arr-, extend d the same through the mid.dle of ycan Valley, b tw en
ranges 13 and 14 ea t, and thus placed the line midway between the conflicting
claim f he Indians and ettlers.
There i no authority for th appointment of tbe commis ion ahove sugo-e ted but
it is d ired that a full inv stigation he made in order to <let rmine the preci location of th point r f rr d to in the tre,1ty, that the eastern boundary may b run
preci ly in accordance with the t.ipnlation of the treaty.
'l'h boundaries of the r rvation are defin cl in th treaty of 1864, as follow :
"B ginning upon the a tern bore of the middle Klamath Lake, at the Point of
Rock , about twelv miles lJ low the mouth of Williamson' River; tbenc follow-in'
up aid eastern bore to be mouth of "ood iver; thenc up \Vood Rinr to a
poin one mile north of he bridge at Fort Klamath; thence due ea t to th nmmi
o~ the ridge wbi h divid s the upp rand middl Klamath lake ; thence alonrr id
ndge to a. p int due ea (we t) of th north end of the upper lake to the umwit of
th mountain.s on the ea sid of the ]ake; th nee along aid mountain to th point
where prague's River i inter ected by the Ish tish ea. wax Cr ek; thence in a
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northerly direction to the summit of the mountain, the extremity of which forms the
Point of Rocks; thence along said mountain to the place of beginning."
,
'l'he two principal points in dispute appear to be'' the mountains west of the lake''
and "Ish tish ea wax Creek."
You will at once proceed to take the evidence; under oath, of all persons, both
Indians and whites, having knowledge of the true location of these points, and of
the true eastern boundary as understood at the t'i-me the treaty was concluded.
It is probable that some of the older Indians, and especially Chief Sohonchin, can
give important testimony upon the subject. The signification of the Indian word
lsh tish ea wax in English should be ascertained, and the identy of the stream
estal.Jlished if possible.
You will exbaust every source of information likely to throw light upon the true
location of the boundary witbout regard to its effect upon settlers or Indians. The
testimony should be reduced to writing and forwa,rdecl with your report.
Iinclose report from late Agent J. H. Roork, dated February 12, 1878, with rough
plat showing boundaries as understood by him. You will return these papers with
your report.
It may be added that Ish tish ea wax Creek, as laid down upon the plat of the
Mercer survey of 1871, is identical with Middle Fork as shown on the public maps of
Oregon.
Very respectfully,
J, D. C. ATKINS,
Go11wiissio,uw.
JOSEPH EMERY, Esq.,
U.S. Indian Agent, Klamath Agency, Oreg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, L1p1·il 8, 1887.
SIR: Referring to your communication, dated March 23, 1887, I have to direct you
to proceed, as soon as practicable, to Ashland and Portland, Oreg., for the purpose of
taking evidence as to the boundary of the reservation.
You will submit proper vouchers and subvouchers for your expenses, which should
be as low as possible, ·when authority for their payment will be obtained.
Very respectfully,
A. B. UPSHAW,
Acting Gornrnissioner.
JOSEPH EMERY, Esq.,
U. S. Indian A.gent, Klarnath Agency, Oreg.

~.,ORT KLAMATH, OREG., December 1, 1886.
[Extract.]

MAJOR: * * * The Indians on the Klamath Reservation seem to have been
attentive to their own business un<listnrbed by outsiders during the month. There
has been one minor exception. Four scamps from Lonkville sold whisky to a few
"Cooper Indiaml." By the efforts of the agent and some well-behave<l Indians these
w~re apprehended and taken to Portlau.d, where I understand they are now held for
tnal. The agent conferred with me in this matter.
Mr. Emory, the agent, informs me that $2,400 of the $2,500 he estimated for has
been set apart by the Interior Department to be expended for a resurvey of the
Klamath Re ervation. The urveyor-General of Oregon bas advertised for proposals
for this_work to include placing monuments each 011e-half mile n,long the lines.
I am mformed by t he agent that the origin al survey which is platted upon all our
maps, which was made in 1872, was really never approved by the Interior Departwen~ and_was, in fact 1 rejected for the reason that it did not conform to the boundary
se~ forth m the treaty. The treaty boundary on the east side nms nl0ng the summit o~ the mountains and would incln<le the whole Sycan Valley. 'l'be platted survey b1sects tbe ycan mar h nud valley in. tead of following the mountain ridge.
The Indiaus understood the whole yca,n hould be within their lines. They have,
howev r, been very forbearing, for J)Ortion have been occupied by whites a long
time .. It was in thi valley, and from controver y concernillg this boundary line,
the difficulties occurred, r ulting in the killing of one Indian la t priug. The
agent, Mr. Emory, does not kuow what iu tructious the Surveyor-Genei-al of Oregon
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may have as to the establishment of these lines. Are they to be merely a resrtrvey
along the old platted lines, or are they to follow the terms of th0 treaty 7 I have no
means of knowing whether the full import of this is appreciated or not by the
Interior Department. I endtiavored in conversation with Mr. Emory to impress him
concerning it, that he might make representations in the proper quarter. I thonght
he had some hesitancy about doing so. Some whites have veste<l rights, improvements, it is said, even holdiug patents for lands on this disputed territory. The
Indians think this is and should be theirs by the terms of the treaty and natnra.l
boundary.
For the avoidance of future complications, it is of lasting importance that before
a contractor runs the lines, the place where should be determined by mutual concord, orsome determinate authority.
So impressed, I submit this as a matter of importance.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. s. CARPENTER,
Captain, Fourteenth Infantry, Commanding Post.
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
[First Indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DF.PARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., December 8, 1886.
Respect.fully forwarded to the assistant adjutant-&"eneral, Division of the Pacific,
inviting special attention to the matter of the bounctary of the reservation.
JOHN GIBBON,

Brigadie1·-General, Commancli11g.
[Seconcl Indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC,
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

San Francisco, Cal., Deoeniber 21, 1886.
Respectfully returned to the assistant adjutant-general, DiVIsion of the Pacific.
Contents noted.

R. P.

HUGHE'

Lieutenant-Colonel, lnspeotor-Genel'al.
[Thircl Indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC,

San Fmncisoo, Cal., Deoeniber 22, 1886.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. Attention invited to
the matter of survey of the boundary of the Indian Reservation.
0. 0. HOWARD,
M ajo1·- General, Comrnan ding.

DEPARTIIENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIA...~ AFFAIR ,

Washington, October 15, 1886.
The act of Congre s approved May 15, 1886 (Public o. 49), contain an
appropriation of $25,000 "For survey and sub<livi ion of Indian re ervation and
of land to be allo tecl to Indian , and to make allotllleut in severalty to be
e encl d uncl r tbe dir ction of the crPtary of the Int rior.
n the 20th ancl 21 t of nrrnst 1 t circular letters wer aclc1re . ed to the everal
Indian ag nt., dir cting th m tor port what urv ys w re r quir d on th r nation und, rtheir charge clnringtlrn cominrry ar, the r a on wb~· uh urve~ were
n · · ary and th probabl ·o t f the ame.
} roru their report i app ar that th following surv ys ar nece ary and I
accorclm ,rly h, v the h nor t r commend that contracts be entered into therefore,
pay ble out of the appr priation referred to above.
IR:

•

•

•

•

.

•
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Outboundaries.
In a report, dated September 10, 1886, Agent Emery states that it is of the utmost
importance to the future peace between the Indians and the whites who are taking
lands along the borders of the reservation, that there be an early survey of its outboundary lines; that all marks of any former survey have been so obliternted that
it has become a matter of grave dispute between whites and Indians where these
lines run; and that from this cause serious trouble nearlr arose in Sycan Valle.v last
July.
.
The boundaries of this reservation are defined in the treaty of October 14, 1864
(16 Stats., 707), as follows:
"Beginning upon the eastern shore of the middle Klamath Lake at the Point of
Rocks, about twelve miles below the mouth of Williamson's RiYer; thence following up
said eastern shore to the mouth of Wood River; thence up Wood River to a point one
mile north of the bridge at Fort Klamath; thence due east to the summit of the
ridge which divides the upper and middle Klamath Ja.kes; thence along said ridge
to a point due east (west f) of the north end of the upper lake; thence due east, passing the said north end of the upper lake, to the summit of the mountains on the east
side of the lake; thence :along said mountains to the point where Sprague River is
intersected by the Ish-tish-ea-wax Creek; thence in a southerly direction to the
summit of the mountain, the extremity of which forms the Point of Rocks; thence
along said mountain to the place of beginning."
.
It is understood that the boundaries of the reservation were surveyed in 1871, but
I am unable to find that any plat of the survey was ever received in this office.
I recommend that the boundary lines be run in accordance with the treaty, and
properly marked every half mile, except where the lakes and streams form a natural
bonncfary.
.
The length of the lines is estimated at 150 miles and the cost should not exceed
$16 per mile.
·
.

*

*

*

*

*

I inclose a copy of this report.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. B. UPSHAW,
Acting Corninissfoner.

The SECRETARY OF

THE INTERIOR.

u. s. INDIAN

SER VICE,

Klamath Agency, March 5, 1881.
Srn: After careful consideration and consultation with Col. S. G. Whipple, commandant at Fort Klamath, Oreg., and also with several citizens of Lake Connty, I
have decided to present for the consideration of the Interior Department, a special
communication upon the disputed boundary lines of this (Klamath) reservation.
Several communications have heretofore been presented, but do not seem to have
received the required action. The most lengthy ones were sent by my predecessor,
Mr. John H. Roork. One was dated August 28, 1878, another of Aug,1st 27, 1878,
and still another of February 11, 1878. This last communication is so full that I do
not deem it necessary to review the ground covered by it.
I have myself; both in my annual and monthly reports, alluded to this unsettled
boundary question as one that may lead to serious trouble in the future. vVhile
there is a patient waiting on the part of the Illllians for the Government to redress
what they believe to be their wrongs, there is also a deep and growing convi c tion
iu their minds that nothing will be done unless some complication arises that will
compel action, and a settlement in some way of this much vexed question. Mr. L.
S. Dyar, a former agent, said to me a short time since that he had expected ere this
serious trouble to have resulted from this dispute, and that he had no doubt unless
something was done by the Government it would yet come.
In order that a settlement may be reached as speedily and as wisely as possible, I
would respectfully recommend that the following course be pursued:
(1) That a commission of 5 men be appointed by your office to make an examination of the treaty and of the survey or boundary lines heretofore established, in
order to ascertain whether the survey was made in accordance with the treaty.
(2) That this commission, after having made their examination, shall report to
your office their conclusion and make such recommendation as in their judgment
they shall deem wise and just toward all parties concerned. I wonld al o recommend that this commission consist of 2 men from the War Department, 2 from
civil life, and 1 from the Interior Department; that the 2 citizens be al1owe,1 each $5
per day for their services, and that the necessary subsistence for themselves and
their hor es be allowed all the members of the commission, and that 1 serv:1Ut be
allowed for the purpose of caring for the camp and horses, who shall be paid $2 per
day for his services.
•
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I am of the opinion that it would take about twenty days' time to complete the
entire work that would be required of them.
The entire expense of such a commission would not be far from $400.
In consequence of the fact that most of this work would be done in the mountains, there could be nothing done before about the 1st of July next, and possibly
not till August following.
This, however, would be early enongh to lay this matter before Congress at its
next session should it be found best to do so.
I would suggest that the appointment of Gen . Wheaton, commanding the D epartment of the Columbia, as chairm an of such commission would be eminently fitting,
he ltaving formerly resided at .Fort Klamath :111d being well known by this people.
I would also recommend the appointment of Col. S. G. Whipple, commanding at
Fort Klamath, as another member. Col. Whipple is highly esteemed by our Indians
and would make an excellent chairman in case Gen. Wheaton could not act as one
of the committee.
In that case I would name Maj. James Jackson, now at Walla Walla, but for
many years in command at Fort Klamath.
Maj. Jackson was here at or soon after the survey was made, and gave this
boundary question considerable attention. He is highly esteemed by the Indians.
I would recommend as very suitable persons to be appointetl from civil life Mr.
Sikes Worden and Capt. 0. C. Applegate. These men were both employes on this
reservation for, from six to eight years each, and are highly esteemed by all who know
thelll. Unless your office has some one from the Interior Department to appoint, I
would suggest that the four members r epresenting the ,;var and. Interior Departments be allowed to select the fifth member of such commission . As all such commis. ions need to be managed ,vith discretion in order not to excite the minds of the
Indians, I have named men with whom they are well acquainted and in whom they
have great confidence.
Hoping for favorable action upon this communication, I remain,
Yours, respectfully,
LINUS

M. NICKERSOX,
U. S. 111 dian Agent.

Hon. R. E. TROWBRIDGE,
Com,missioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

L. 1.

H. Pru E
Commi. io1 r.

q.
gent, Klamath Aoen y Lake County, Oregon.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFI<'A.IRS,
Washington, June 9, 1887.
SIR: Referring to office report of October 15, 1887, transmitted through the J?epar_tment, in which the survey of the outboundaries of the Klamath Reserv~t 10n, rn
Oregon, was requested, and in which case, after an in~ormal conference ~1th ;your
office, the agent was directed to take testimony reg_ardmg the true lo~at10n of the
boundary, I have to request that the contract for said survoy be let durrng th e present month, if practicable, in order that the appropriation for the current fisc:11 year
may be utilized, the work not to commence until the report of the agent, which has
been unavoidably delayed, shall have been received and acted upon.
Very respectfully,
J. D. C. ATKINS,
Commissioner.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

U. S. INDIAN SERVICE,
Klamath Agency, Oreg., June 16, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor herewith to submit my report with the testimony obtained
as to the boundary of Klamath Agency.
I have according to instructions, as far as possible, "exhausted every source of
i~forma_tion likely to throw light on the true location of the boundary." If the testimony 1s meager and unsatisfactory, I beg you to remen'!i'ber that twenty-three years
have elapsed since the treatv was made, and it is difficult for men to recall, with sufficient accuracy to swear to'them, events so lon g past .
. It wm be noticed that the testimony of the whites and Indians conflicts as to the
mtersection of the Ish tish ea wax Creek with Sprague River.
The Indi:1ns whose testimony I have taken are the most reliable on the reserva tion, and were all present when the treaty was made, their names appearing on the
treaty.
Seonchin is the chief of the Modoc band that remained loyal during the Modoc
war. Charles Preston was one of the interpreters at the council held in 1864, when
the treaty, was made, also at the council of 1865, with the Snakes, and stood with
Supt. Huntington on Yainax butte when he pointed out the natural boundaries of
the reservation as far as they could be seen from this mountain. Mo ghen kas kit
is a snbchief of the Moclocs . Allen Davrn and Henry Blow are both chiefs of the
Klamatbs.
I used every precaution to prevent collusion in taking ibeir testimony.
T~oy all agree in this that the treaty made with Supt. Huntington gave them all
of Sicnn and Sprague River valleys.
The testimony of the whites places the 11 intersection of the Isb tish ea wax Creek
with Sprague River two hundred yards ea.st of the Mercer survey, at the junction
of the middle for1: and the south fork of Sprague River" (see accompanying map);
this south branch is claimed to be the Irh tish ea wax of the treaty.
l\Ir. I. D. Applegate testifies that in 1868 Supt. Huntington visited the abovenamed point with him, and designated. it as the place whore "the eastern boundary
line would cross the valley."
'I'he testimony of the Indians places the intersection of Ish tish ea wax Creek with
Sprague River 10 miles farther east, at tho base of the mountains.
Here a small stream flows from the southeast and empties into what the white
settlers call South Sprague River, just below the point where the military wagon
road cro ses.
In thi little stream the Indians have caught-probably for centuries-in the early
spring, the Ish tish, a little fish, hence the name of the stream. A rocky harrier
made by the Indians prevents these fish from ascending this stream more than one
hunclred yards .
In company with Prof. W. T. Leeke, taking with me as guides Charlie Preston
and fo ghen kas kit, I visited these disputed points and made personal observations.
, ee upplemental statements of Charlie Preston and Moo-hen kas kit.
I also visited the northern and northeastern part of the re ervation, taking with
me Indian guides. I traveled the whole extent of the pper Klamath L ake or
mar h to its eastern extremity, and then ascended Yam se, Bontheast of the upper
lake, from whose summit I could trace the entire northern and eastern boundaries.
I found ea t and a llttle south of the UJ?per lake a well-defined ridge and broken
mountain range, of which Yam se is th highest peak. To reach thisrido-eandran~e
it is neces ary to run south sev •ral mil . No summit of mountains mentioned m
description of boundary in treaty can be reached by extending the line north of the
upper lake due east. Ex-Ag nt Roork's rough outline is misleading and incorrect.
Then by following this broken chain of mountains, indicated by heavy red line,
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crossing the Sican River and continuing along the eastern spur to its base; th~nce
southeast to the junction of South Sprague River with the middle fork, a little
east of the Mercer survey, we reach" the point where the Ish tish ea wax Creek
intersects Spragne River," ticcording to the testirnoriy of the whites.
. .
Again extending the line running north of the upper lake, still farther east, as md1cated by a dotted reel line, then south, we rnach a broken ridge which divides ~he
Sican ValJey from the Silver Lake country, thence along thisric1ge to the monntams
east of Sican Valley; thence along these mountains to" the point where Sprague
River is intersec ted by the Isb tish ea wax Creek," according to the testimony of the
Indians.
From personal observation and the sworn testimony of the Indians I believe this
to be the true point where " Sprague River is intersected by the Ish tish ea wax
Creek."
Yet to reach the mountains following, which terminate at this point, it bec~mes
necessary to extend the northern bonndary line still farther east at l east 12 _m1le8,
not along mountains, but tbrough a low country; then south half as many m1l~s to
the ridge separating the waters of the Silver Lake country from those of the Swan
Valley ; thence along the ridge to the said mountains east of the Si can Valley.
It will be for the proper authorities to determine whether the language of the
treaty will warrant the extension of the line so far east.
If from the testimony it is decided that the place where Sprague River is intersected by tbe Ish tish ea wax Creek is identical with the junction of the middle fork
and South Sprague River then the line would run west of Sican Valley as indicated
on the map.
If a resurvey of the reservation is determined upon, I would recommend that the
northern line be run so as to include all of Upper Klamath Lake, about2 miles north
of present line; also, that the eastern line be extended to the summit of the monntains, and that the southern line follow the well-defined range to the point of ro cks .
At present the line cuts off a portion of the Whisky Creek and Spring Creek valleys,
which clearly belongs to the reservation.
In vi ew of the conflicting testimony of the whites and the Indians, a reestablishment of the Mercer survey, with permanent monuments, might be desirable.
Another solution of this question would be to give these Indians lands in severalty,
there being s11fficient lands within present boundaries for this purpose.
I will tran ruit the te timony of Dr. McKey, which will reach mo in a few days.
Very respectfully,
JOSEPH EMERY,

Hon. J. D. c. ATKINS,
Comrnissioner of Indian Ajfafrs, Washington, D. C.

U. S. Indian A.gent.

P. S.-I send herewith a hastily drawn but tolerably accurate map of Klamath
Reservation, with important points and lines noted.
J. E.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, Angust 3, 18S7.
In r eport of ctober 15, 1886, this office recommended that the boundarv
line of the Klamath Indian Reservation, in Oreo-on be run in accon1anc with the
provi ions of the treaty of O tober 14, 1 64 (16, 'tat ., 707 ), and properly mark d.
ub eqn ntly, the office was informally advised by the General Land Office that
the urveyor-o-eneral of Or gon was of tb opinion that the urvey of the ea _tern
boundarv wonld not be ati factory to the Indians and the sett] r. until the loc:1 of
the boun~ary hould b a~re ~1 upon hy a commi ion as a misnncler tanc1ino-ex1 t d
a to which range of mouutams con titut •a the emltern boundary as defined by th
tr aty.
There b i_n no authority of law for th appointm nt of a commi ion,. A _n
Em ry wa m trnct cl unc1 r <late of January 11 I 7 to mak a full inv tw, tton
~th th vi w of a · rtaining if p s ibl , th • Jof'a tio~1 of tb boundarie le cri_l eel
m th tr_ atv, an~ for this pnrp s to take th , i<lr·nc of all p r ·ons both I~ cllan
and whit
hav10 know] dge of th trn lo<'ntiou f th poiuts nam c1 m th
tre t:v nncl of the true ea t rn boundary as under t ocl at the time the tr aty w
con lud cl.
His r p rt with b vic1 n e tak n wa
The r , t:v of 1 1 cl fin
'
'' ~inni'ng npon th
of
R k., al u
- lv mil h 1 w th mou h of"\ illiam on' Hh-<'r · th nre follow-in-!
np aid
t rn hor to the mouth of"\ o d River; th nee up\
.
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one mile north of the bridge at Fort Klamath; thence due east to the surnm! t o~· tho
ridge which divides the upper and middle Klamath lakes; thence along said n~lge
to a point due east, (west) of the north encl of the up lake; the~ce due east, passrng
the said north end of the upper lake to the summit of the mountains on the east
side of the lake; thence along said mounc;ains to the point where Sprague's River is
intersected by the Ish tish ea wax Creek; thence in a northerly direction to the
summit of the mountain, the extremity of which forms the Point of Rocks; thence
along saic1 mountain to the place of beginning."
The two principal points in dispute are "the mountains east of the lake" and
"Ish tish ea wax Creek."
·
The white settlers claim that the range of mountains lying between Klamath
Marsh and Sycan Valley, and known as "Winter Ridge," is the true boundary as
defiued by the treaty, a,nd that Ish tish ea wax Creek is that portion of Sprague
River situate above the North Pork.
The Indians claim that the range of mountains mentioned in the treaty is that
lying between the Sycan Valley and Summer Lake, and that they were to have pos:session of the whole of Sycan and Sprague River valleys.
(On the map of Oregon, Middle Klamath Lake of the treaty is designated as
'' Upper Klamath Lake" and Upper Klamath Lake of the treaty, as '' Klamath
Marsh.")
·
The line as surveyed in 1871 was located through the middle of Sycan Valley,
midway between the conflicting claims of the Indians and settlers.
As to this survey, the surveyor, George Mercer, testifies (May 16, 1887), that in
running the boundary he complied with the request of the surveyor-general to make
the line conform to the lines of the public survey as far as possible.
As to the north boundary, he states that there might be some question raised as to
the extreme north end of Klamath Marsh, owing to the fact that as the water in the
lake rises and falls it overflows more land, and then again recedes, leaving what was
at one time a portion of the lake as dry land.
As to the eastern bournlary he says there is a well-defined summit east of the north
end of the lake, but no ridge running from that summit to Sprague River at the
mouth of Ish tish ea wax Creek, and that he continued his course east to a point
due north of Ish tish ea wax Creek conforming to the range line.
He thinks that the Indians understood that they were to have the Sycan Valley,
but agrees with the white settlers as to the location of Ish tish ea wax Creek,
Agent Emery submits a rough map of the reservatiou, showing the east boundary
of the reservation as claimed by the settlern and Indians, r espectively.
In his report, dated June 16, 1887, h e states that he visited the northern and
northeastern part of the reservation; that he found east and a little south of the
upper lake a well defined ridge and broken mountain range, of which Yamse is the
lnghest peak; and that to reach this ridge it is necessary to run south several miles;
that no summit of mountains mentioned in description of boundary in the treaty
can be reached by extending the line north of the upper lake due east.
·
He then describes the lines ou the map as claimed by the whites and Indians,
respectively.
From personal observation, as well as the testimony of the Indians, he believes
their claims as to the location of Ish tish ea wax Creek to be correct, but yet, he
says, "to reach the mountains following which terminate at this point it becomes
necessary to extend the northern boundary line still farther east at least 12 milesnot along mountains, but through a low country-then south half as many miles to
the ridge separating the waters of the Silver Lake country from those of the Sycan
Valley, thence along this ridge to tJJe sai<l mountains east of the Sycan Valley."
Gen. Fremont, in his expedition of 1843, crossed the upper portion of Klamath
Marsh, and, after leavino- the marsh, continued up a hollow formed by a small affluent to the Jake and immediately entered an open pine forest on the wonntain.
He then traveled in an easterly direction through the forest for about four hours,
crossed a stream 30 feet wide (longitude 121° 20' 42"), from which the road. was over
a broad mountain, and after seven hours came upon the headwaters of another stream.
Still proceeding east, the mountain gradually rose. Toward noon on the fourth day
after leaving Klamath Marsh he found him self on the verge of a vertical and rocky
wall of the mountain. More than a thousancl feet below was a green prairie country in which a beautiful lake was spread at the foot of the mountain, and all was
lik nmmer or sprinO', " hivering on snow 3 feet ucep, and stiffening in a cold
north wind, we exclaimed at once that the names of Summer Lake and "Winter Ridge
should be applied to the e two proximate places of such sudden and violent contra,·t." (Fremont' 1emoirs of Iy Life, p. 301.)
en. Fremont's narrative e tablL hes he fact that" \.Vinter H.idge" is immediately
we t of 'umm r Lake and not nt the northeast corner of the Klamath H.es rvation,
as laid down on the pre ent map of Oreo-on.
.
Taking Winter Riclge a the ummit of the mountains east of IGamath Lake, and
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following the mountains, would give nearly the eastern boundary claimed by the
Indians, as shown by Agent Emery's sketch.
There is on file in the General Land Office a map of Indian reservations in Oregon,
prepared by Supt. Huntington, in 1864, which shows the northern boundary of
the Klamath Reservation to be about 21 miles in length; from the northeast corner
the line was west of south some 33 miles; then southwest about 13 miles to the
point of beginning on Klamath Lake.
The line crossc8 the Sprague River at the junction of the two forks, but contin1;1es
for some miles in a straight line, and there is no indication of any creek at the pomt
where the line turns to the southwest. The shape, as well as the size of the reservation, is entirely different from the reservation as surveyed, or as claimed by either
Indians or wbi tu:i; and in fact, taking into consideration the topography of the
country as now known, it can not be reconciled with either the boundary as described
in the treaty or as surveyed in 1871.
This map is the only thing discovered that throws any doubt upon the claim of the
Indians as to the eastern boundary.
As a further evidence of the incorrectness of the map referred to, and as a point in
favor of the claim of the Indians, attention is invited to a map on file in this office,
prepa,red by Supt. Huntington, in January of the same year, which shows " ·winter
Range" immediately west of 8ummer Lake, and upon which map no other range of
mountains is shown between Summer Lake and Upper Klamath Lake or Klamath
Marsh.
This corroborates the descrintion of the country given by Gen. Fremont.
Agent Emery recommends that if a resurvey be determined upon the north line be
rnn so as to include all of the upper lake or marsh, about 2 miles north of the present
line; al o that the eastern lino be extended to the summit of the mountains, and that
the southern line follow the well-defined range to the point of rocks, the present line.
cutting off a portion of Whisky Creek and Spring Croek valleys which clearly
belong to the reservation.
He also suggests that in view of the conflicting testimony the reestablishment of
the Mercer survey with permanent monuments might be advisable.
As the eastern line was estaLlished some sixteen yea,r s ago, and settlements have
been made npon urveyed lands within the limits claimed by the Indians, I am
inclined to the opinion that the reestablishment of the eastern boundary as surveyed by Mercer will lrn the easiest way out of the difficulty, the north and south
bonntlaries to l,e surveyed as recommended by Agent Emery.
The claim of the Indians to the country east of the Mercer survey can be hereafter considered and referred to Congress if deemed just.
In this connection I havo the honor to acknowl edge the receipt, by Department
refer nc , of a, comm unication from the Secretary of \Var dated June 24, 1887, with
which h~ tran ~its for such action as may be thought proper, a copy of a1~ extract
from an mspect10n report by the commanding officer of Fort Klamath, relative to the
encroachm nts by owners of cattle upon the reservation, resulting from a lack of
under tanilincr in regard to the eastern boundary, and the difficulties and pos ible
conflict between Indians and cowboys, that may at any time grow out of thi tate
of affairs unless steps are taken to compel the intruders to recede, which seem to
be ome mt,re difficult a their herds increase in number.
Th ecretary of \Var calls speci:tl attention to the indorsement of the commandinrr .~ neral of the Department of tho Columbia, who shares the views of the po t
commander, ar:id states that the prospect of trouble is very much increa ed as long
a the un rliamty exi t a· to the location of the boundary line .
s to hi I hav the honor to recommend that the ecretarv of War be re(]_ne ted
to ca,u e he neces ary steps to be taken to secure the presence of asuffici nt military
force upon the re en,a ion to keep off all intruders and stock from the reservation
at pr_ ent_ d fined ancl a it may hereafter be surveyed.
.
It 1 beheved that the permanent e tablishment of the lines a herembefore recommend d, an,1 the pr t ction of the reservation from the encroachm nt of the
ca tl men will gr atly les en the danger apprehended.
If the vi w herein expr eel with refer nee to the resurvey meet with J"Onr cone the 'ommi ioner of th~ eneral Land Office should be in tructed , ccord-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, Au.gust 6, 1887.
Srn: Referring to your letter of the 3d instant in relation to the survey of the
out-boundaries of the Klamath Reservation in Oregon, and also concerning cattle
trespass thereon, with apprehended difficulties between the cowboys and Indians,
as reported by the honorable Secretary of War, under date of June 24 last, you are
respectfully informed that the honorable Secretary of War has been this clay furnished with a copy of your letter and requested to furnish a suffident military
force to remove the said trespassers.
.
A letter has also been addressed to the Commissioner of the General Land Office
concurring with your recommendations in the case, and directing that the survey
of the out-boundaries of the Klamath Reservation be executed.
Very respectfully,
H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Sec1·etary.

The

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Octobm· 8, 1888.
Sm: I have the honor to inform you that I have this day accepted the survey of
the boundary lines of the Klamath Indian Reservation, executed by William Thiel,
U.S. deputy surveyor, under special contract dated June 14, 1887.
In his report upon the examination of the survey in the field, Mr. Martin, special
agent, says:
"Upon that part of the Sycan Marsh situate within the reservation, near where
the east boundary crosses Sprague River, and at other points, I observed large number~ of cattle and horses, the property of white men, trespassing on the lands of the
Indians."
Very respectfully,
T. J. ANDERSON,
Acting Cornmissioner.
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
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